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Executive 
Summary
In today’s hyper competitive cannabis 
markets, successful businesses know it’s 
all about producing quality products at 
a scientific level of consistency. A license 
holder’s ability to routinely duplicate pos-
itive results in the garden, as well as with 
the infused and extracted products that 
come out of the lab, is what often sepa-
rates those who are profitable from those 
who aren’t. What compounds the diffi-
culty of this essential task is that Canna-
bis sativa is among, if not the most, fickle 
of any commercial agricultural plant to 
grow well at scale. This is in large part 
due to the sheer variety of strains, each 
of which present their own individual cul-
tivation challenges, along with a legion of 
different growing variables: lighting, grow 

media, nutrients, environmental con-
trols, pest mitigation, and more. These 
and other factors play a crucial role in 
the development of each plant’s poten-
tial. Ultimately, maximizing the creation 
of commercially valuable compounds is 
key. Whether the cannabis grown is des-
tined for the shelf to be consumed as-is, 
or for processing into one of an endless 
variety of extracts or edibles, investing in 
equipment that ensures consistency and 
quality from garden to laboratory is es-
sential. In this exclusive Agrify white pa-
per, we’ll discuss what measures current 
and would-be license holders can take 
to introduce predictability and reproduc-
ibility into their cultivation and extraction 
systems. 
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Creating 
Consistent 
Quality in 
Cultivation
Whether flower, edible, or a concentrate, 
the work put into creating it at a com-
mercial level is tremendous. For starters, 
cannabis plants take many months to 
grow to maturation. They’re then dried 
and cured or frozen for live processing. 
Trimmings and byproducts are sepa-
rated. If the harvest is earmarked for ex-
traction, the cannabis heads to the lab 
and undergoes one of hundreds or even 
thousands of possible transformations. 
Products must be tested for safety, pack-
aged compliantly, and brought to market 
for sale. Some products are a hit, others 
not so much. In the legal marijuana in-
dustry, everything is always changing, 
and that constant change presents ma-
jor hurdles for operators. Producing high 
quality cannabis at scale is tremendous-
ly difficult, which is something all experi-
enced license holders understand. That’s 
why introducing contemporary growing 
techniques to an otherwise deeply com-
plicated process is so important—they 
can translate to consistency. Making the 
right investments in the systems that 
your business uses to grow its cannabis 

will dictate the methods and end prod-
ucts later on. 

There is perhaps no other topic in the 
business of cannabis that is more polar-
izing than growing methodologies. Leg-
acy growers who have cultivated their 
plants a specific way and have had good 
results doing so are justifiably skeptical of 
changing methods that work. Why mess 
with something that’s working? This is a 
hard question to answer because once 
someone has a handle on the factors 
that go into producing great canna-
bis, trying new things can be perceived 
as a major risk. The biggest factor any-
one familiar with growing cannabis must 
contend with is the unique demands of 
each strain. Some plants are significantly 
more tolerant to environmental changes 
or differences in growing media nutrients 
than others, and the more exotic or desir-
able a strain is, the more difficult it can be 
to grow properly. Most growers, if asked, 
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would prefer to have magic wand-like 
control over every factor of the environ-
ment that their plants grow in, but few 
are aware that such power is available to 
them in the form of an array of Agrify Ver-
tical Farming Units. 

flowering plants is hard to understate. 
Instead of just hoping for the best, hav-
ing multiple microclimates allows for the 
creation of multiple “best conditions.” In 
each VFU, each environmental variable 
can be adjusted at will to determine ex-
actly which changes have the greatest 
effects for yields and potency on a spe-
cific phenotype. 

This is in sharp contrast to most traditional 
greenhouse or single room growing en-
vironments where there is some control, 
but not nearly as much as many lead cul-
tivators might care to admit. Introducing 
dependable environmental consistency 
can have enormous benefits, especial-
ly in terms of boosting cannabinoid and 
terpene production. In a nutshell, this is 
the game that the best cultivators in the 
business play well. With certain pheno-
types, a few degrees difference in tem-

For those who are unfamiliar, vertical 
farming units, or VFUs for short, are indi-
vidual pod-like growing containers which 
are typically stacked to maximize agri-
cultural production in limited amounts 
of space. This is especially prized and 
highly productive in most cannabis cul-
tivation scenarios, where compliant, li-
censed square footage indoors is at an 
absolute premium. Each unit is its own 
unique ecosystem in terms of tempera-
ture, light, vapor pressure deficit, air cir-
culation, and other factors, creating a 
microclimate that can be controlled to 
extremely precise levels. The benefits of 
having more than a single climate when 

https://www.agrify.com/vertical-farming/vertical-farming-units/#how_tab
https://www.agrify.com/vertical-farming/vertical-farming-units/#how_tab
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perature up or down from ideal levels 
across its lifespan can reduce beneficial 
compound growth, which can mean low-
er potency or reduced end product qual-
ity. Growers using VFUs don’t have to lose 
sleep over climate controls because their 
systems are automated with Agrify In-
sights software, which constantly collects 
data and makes adjustments in each 
unit to create exact environmental spec-
ifications. Depending on where the har-
vested cannabis will end up, especially if 
some or all of it is headed for extraction, 
this means better extracts and easier to 
execute formulas.

One of the benefits of utilizing VFUs is 
that they can be stacked and arranged 
in small, medium, or massive arrays 
depending on the size of the business. 
Any grow that has 5,000 sq ft of canopy 
space or greater stands to benefit from 
implementation of a custom vertical 
farming unit setup. Commercial scale 
growers with tens of thousands of square 
feet of more commonly use VFU technol-
ogy to pack as much canopy space in 
their facilities as possible, all while avoid-
ing costly new construction endeavors or 
expansions. Outside of cannabis, vertical 
farms are also becoming commonplace 
in food agriculture and offer all the same 
advantages, including major sustainabil-
ity measures that reduce “food miles,” 
which is the distance a product has to 
travel using fossil fuels before being con-
sumed (Federman, 2021).

Best of all, far from replacing growers, 
VFUs simply give cultivators complete 
ownership of their processes. Apart from 
the usage of energy saving LEDs, the type 
of grow media or line of nutrients is com-
pletely up to the operator. They aren’t 
just for flowering, either. Different, spe-
cially engineered units are available for 
safely keeping mother plants. Integrative 
grow racks (IGRs) are optimized for the 
careful needs of clones before they en-
ter the vegetation stage. VFUs are quick-
ly sanitized and cleaned, require virtually 
no maintenance, and make changes to 
growing conditions in real time. They can 

https://www.agrify.com/vertical-farming/cultivation-software/
https://www.agrify.com/vertical-farming/cultivation-software/
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be installed in almost any quantity imag-
inable, tailored to the unique needs of 
each business.

•  In certain cases, cannabinoid 
potency can be increased by as 
much as 29% within strains that 
demand carefully modulated 
environments.

• To learn about this data and more, 
check out our white paper here.

Markets are won 
when a business’s 
ability to create 
incrementally 
bigger margins for 
themselves through 
technicques and 
technological 
progression are 
greater than their 
competitors

After considerable amounts of testing 
and data collection, the potential results 
from implementing VFU-based cultiva-
tion are stark (Agrify, 2022):

• Compared to poorly optimized 
spaces, our VFUs offer up to 6 
times the yield per square foot 
of traditional non-vertical indoor 
growing arrangements.

• Due to the exacting environmental 
controls, some strains can be 
grown to exhibit less than a .3% 
variance in their chemical profile 
over 10 or more harvests.

Vertical farming units in cannabis culti-
vation provide yet another example of 
this because those who invest in them 
are granted the power to figure out ex-
actly how to fine tune the conditions their 
plants need to produce the most possi-
ble cannabinoids, terpenes, flavonoids, 
and other compounds that consumers 
are willing to pay top dollar for. As we will 
see in the next section, when it comes to 
the expansive world of extracts, this mat-
ters tremendously. 

https://www.agrify.com/studies/economics-of-vertical-farming/
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Extracted SKU 
Considerations

According to current data from Flowhub, 
while dried flower accounts for approxi-
mately 61% of all cannabis sales, concen-
trate sales sit at 22% and edibles around 
9% which, combined, make up almost all 
of the remaining non-flower purchases 
(Flowhub, 2022). Extracted, infused, and 
processed cannabis products are quite 
varied given that with the right equip-
ment an operator can make just about 
anything. However, doing so profitably 
takes careful planning and thoughtful 
investment as there are many different 
avenues to choose from in the world of 
processing. Having consistent, high qual-
ity starting material is the foundation of 
just about any healthy extraction busi-
ness. In processing, especially in relation 
to solvent-based methods, the desire for 
product consistency goes a step further 
because those systems produce their 
best yields when tuned for the material 
they’ll extract from the most often. The 
extraction efficiency of your system can 
vary a lot depending on who the opera-
tor is and who manufactured it. Having 
a high degree of predictability when a 
certain strain heads to the lab can mean 
better yields and higher profits on each 
unit sold.

Any business 
planning to enter 
the extraction space 
or who intends to 
expand their existing 
operation needs 
to consider the 
following factors

1. What kinds of products 
will resonate with 
the consumers in my 
market(s)?

Given the hodgepodge of cannabis reg-
ulations and legalities in the world to-
day, every state, province, or country is 
vastly different. In highly mature mar-
kets such as Colorado and California, 
purchasers have a much higher level of 
product knowledge than in other places, 
so they’re more likely to shop based on 
price or quality depending on their pref-
erences. In newer markets that aren’t as 
saturated, there’s a larger margin of error 
operators can get away with. No matter 
what market you’re in, it’s worth the effort 
to study exactly what your competitors 
are already doing to find new potential 
product categories they haven’t filled yet. 
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The subcategories 
of extracted SKUs 
are quite vast - 
much more so than 
some newcomers 
anticipate

2. Does my brand align with 
my product choices?

If your brand is all about high quality 
products that are priced to match, they 
must meet the customer’s expectations 
every time. You can’t cut corners and 
expect people to be repeat purchasers. 
Connoisseurs are going to demand sol-
ventless options while budget buyers are 
looking for potency at the best price—re-
gardless of the extraction method. Most 
brands don’t have to be exclusively top 
shelf to be successful. In fact, most can-
nabis businesses tend to find success by 
having a range of differently priced prod-
ucts, but they must cohere to the brand’s 
mission. 

To take just one example, consider vapor-
izer cartridges, which have seen incredi-
ble year over year growth and accounted 
for about $2.6 billion in retail sales across 
Colorado, California, Michigan, Nevada, 
Oregon, as well as Washington in 2021 
alone (Schaneman, 2022). Within that 
figure, there are hundreds if not thou-
sands of different types varying in strain, 
how they were extracted (rosin vs. hy-
drocarbon vs. distillate vs. CO2), wheth-
er they were single source cannabinoids 
and terpenes or not, etc. When it comes 
to dabbable concentrates and edibles, 
the diversity of products is similar. Again, 
conducting thorough research before 
picking a direction is essential, especially 
if your business is launching in a market 
with numerous competitors. If you need 
help figuring out which SKUs might make 
the most sense for your business, we can 
help with that too. 

https://www.agrify.com/training-installation/
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3. What type of equipment 
do I need to reach my 
goals?

Solvent-Based Methodologies

To make any extracted or infused prod-
ucts at all, you’ll need specialized equip-
ment and systems depending on what 
methods align with your desired product 
lineup and brand. From top shelf to econ-
omy, here is how the list is arranged:

processing, and commercial scale op-
tions, make sure to check out Precision 
Extraction.

When it comes to solvents, two reign 
supreme: hydrocarbon and alcohol. 
Closed-loop hydrocarbon processing is 
perhaps the most ubiquitous and flexi-
ble method of extraction available today. 
These systems offer high throughput and 
act as a Swiss army knife for their own-
ers. No matter what kind of material is on 
hand, hydrocarbon systems can make 
efficient use of it, from trim that requires 
remediation to premium fresh frozen for 
live resin, they can do it all. In addition to 
hydrocarbon, alcohol processing (com-
monly known as ethanol) is also fre-
quently sought after for its massive scale 
throughput capabilities, especially in the 
hemp world. If you’re after utility, flexible 

Best used for:

• All textures and levels of quality of 
dabbable concentrates, vape pens, 
edibles, tinctures, and topicals

The PX10 by Precision 
Extraction Solutions

is a powerful hydrocarbon extractor 
featuring passive recovery by de-
sign. Able to run a 10lb batch cy-
cle in under 35 minutes and with a 
modular design to support growth, 
the PX10 is revolutionizing solvent 
extraction.

https://precisionextraction.com/
https://precisionextraction.com/
https://precisionextraction.com/px10-hydrocarbon-extractor/
https://precisionextraction.com/px10-hydrocarbon-extractor/
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Solventless Methodologies

Solventless extraction methods make the 
best products, easily commanding the 
highest price points at any dispensary 
that carries them. This is because instead 
of relying on solvents and the dissolution 
of value cannabis compounds, they are 
mechanically extracted. Only the highest 
quality inputs will get the job done and 
processors who master making ice wa-
ter hash and rosin can sell their extracts 
for nearly double what traditionally made 
alternatives do. If quality is your key ob-
jective, make sure to check out PurePres-
sure, whose rosin presses, hash washing 
systems, and training programs can help 
you meet your solventless extraction 
goals. 

Best used for:

• Top shelf dabbable concentrates, 
vape pens, edibles, tinctures, and 
topicals

The Longs Peak Rosin Press 
by PurePressure

is the ultimate pneumatic rosin 
press built for commercial opera-
tions. With a fully automated option, 
intuitive Pressware™ technology, 
and recipe saving capabilities, the 
Longs Peak offers consistency and 
control.

https://gopurepressure.com/
https://gopurepressure.com/
https://gopurepressure.com/products/longs-peak-rosin-press
https://precisionextraction.com/px10-hydrocarbon-extractor/
https://gopurepressure.com/products/longs-peak-rosin-press
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Distillation Methodologies

Distillation in chemistry terms means the 
act of purifying a compound. In canna-
bis and hemp, distillation is often a crit-
ical part of the equation. Oils that are 
crude or in need of refinement head to 
distillation to be made into highly potent, 
useful concentrates that are extremely 
versatile. Distillation equipment includes 
a fairly broad range of post processing 
systems, but the resulting concentrates 
are the foundation of most edibles, va-
porizers, and tinctures in markets ev-
erywhere. Distillation is one of the top 
specialties of Lab Society. In addition to 
equipment of all kinds, industry-specific 
software is also critical to any success-
ful processing business. Solutions like Lab 

Society’s EliteLab give extractors world 
class data logging, graphing, and report-
ing functionality for their distillation and 
processing efforts. To learn how distilla-
tion can complement existing exaction 
equipment, the experts at Lab Society 
can help you navigate the most efficient 
and highest quality distillation systems 
on the market.

Best used for:

• High potency oils for infusions and 
isolated cannabinoids

The CannaBeast® 13 from 
Lab Society

is the most comprehensive, USA-
made, stainless-steel single-stage 
continuous distillation system on 
the market today. This high-effi-
ciency short path thin film evapora-
tor gives operators precise control 
and the ability to same custom rec-
ipes for efficient consistency. 

https://labsociety.com/
https://labsociety.com/lab-equipment/industrial-thin-film-distillation/
https://labsociety.com/lab-equipment/industrial-thin-film-distillation/
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Solvent Recovery, Purging, and 
Freeze Drying

An essential part of any solvent-based 
laboratory operation is the efficient man-
agement of the solvents that they use. 
Each methodology has its own require-
ments and the ancillary equipment need-
ed to finish each SKU has to be planned 
for. For example, hydrocarbon extracts 
must be purged of their butane and/or 
propane, which is where vacuum ovens 
come into play in every lab with a closed-
loop hydrocarbon system. Freeze dryers 
are another key piece of equipment that 
labs need when making solventless ice 
water hash as they remove most of the 
moisture contained in the trichome slurry 
so that it’s usable. If you’re looking for the 
most reliable ancillary extraction equip-
ment, head over to Cascade Sciences.  

Best used for:

• SKUs of all varieties, from solvent-
based to solventless

Cascade’s CVO-5 
Vacuum Oven

offers incredible temperature con-
trol and stability, eliminating cold 
spots and allowing you to use every 
inch of shelf space. 

https://cascadesciences.com/
https://cascadesciences.com/shop/ovens/cvo-5/
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Operating a productive and profitable 
cannabis operation is no easy feat, espe-
cially when all of the headwinds are tak-
en into account. But that hasn’t stopped 
the industry from growing to a $27 bil-
lion dollar market in the US in 2021, with 
projections showing the industry could 
more than double within the next 4 years 
(MJBizDaily, 2022). Clearly there is still a 
lot more money to be made. Many license 
holders have discovered that being ver-
tically integrated increases profitability 
regardless of market. For multistate op-
erators (MSOs) and those who aspire to 
become one, growing cannabis at a low 
enough cost is crucial to compete not 
just with established competitors, but the 
black market as well (Nanalyze, 2022). 
To be successful in the long run, verti-
cally integrated businesses must main-
tain a balancing act: produce enough 
cannabis of a high enough quality at an 
agreeable price point to be able to offer a 
wide variety of products, from new flower 
strains to a full lineup of extracted SKUs. 
For any sized vertical license holder, be-
ing successful in today’s market requires 
harmonizing cultivation and extraction.

It’s the grow team’s responsibility to find 
the right strains, grow them to their high-
est potential, and cultivate enough can-
nabis to feed the entire operation. This 
is a challenge, but it’s one that can be 
made significantly easier with sophisti-
cated growing environments and leader-
ship that eschews the preferred methods 
of decades past. Simply put, times have 
changed and so have the demands of 
the market. Your brand can’t afford to be 
stuck in the past, and your garden can’t 
either. On the extraction side, technolo-
gy has moved just as fast. Much of the 
machinery and systems that were used 
a few years ago are now becoming ob-
solete. Currently, having multiple, flexible 
systems in your laboratory is the most 
important way to stay competitive as this 
enables any type of material to be trans-
muted into sellable SKUs. 

Conclusion: Harmonizing 
Cultivation and Extraction

https://www.agrify.com/blog/cannabis-extraction-history/
https://www.agrify.com/blog/cannabis-extraction-history/


Ensuring that the garden and the lab 
are working in sync and communicat-
ing constantly makes all the difference. 
No matter the size of your business or the 
scope of your goals, Agrify can design 
a Total Solutions package optimized for 
your needs. Whether you’re just curious 
or ready to lock down a quote, Agrify’s 
cannabis industry experts are ready to 
craft a solution to meet your cultivation, 
extraction, distillation, and post-process-
ing goals—all utilizing premium equip-
ment, data-driven software, and expert 
knowledge.

Schedule your 
free consultation 
today!

sales@agrify.com    |     agrify .com    |     @agrifycorp

https://www.agrify.com/
mailto:sales%40agrify.com?subject=Free%20Consultation
mailto:sales%40agrify.com?subject=
http://agrify.com
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Agrify is the world’s most complete 

solution provider for cannabis cultivation 

and extraction. With decades of industry 

experience and the world’s leading brands, 

Agrify is the solution to take your cannabis 

business to the next level

(617) 896-5243
SALES@AGRIFY.COM
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